ARegister
merican MGC
The American MGC Register was founded in 1980 by Tom Boscarino, to enable
owners of the MGC to be in contact with and in support of each other. This purpose
was accomplished through his regular newsletter ’‘C‘ Notes, window decals and
regalia offered for sale, and an annual meeting.
A goal of the AMGCRA is to maintain an opportunity for MGC owners and
members to be involved together in communications and community with each
other in enjoying their MGCs and friends. The Association shall continue to
endeavor to maintain archival information which identifies MGCs and their
owners’ history, including their original membership numbers. An objective of
this register is to secure and share information for the maintenance, repair,
restoration, modification and overall enjoyment of the MGC and to aid in the
location and preservation of spare parts and cars for purchase or restoration.
Where possible, parts, literature and manuals may be obtained for members.
In the ‘C’ Notes newsletter members are provided free classified ads for the
advertisement of parts, cars, wanted items, literature, and other MG items of
interest. A limited number of commercial ads are presented from businesses that
have products or services that may be helpful to the MGC owner. All inquiries
are very welcome.
Since 1981, the AMGCRA has held an annual national meet known as
The ‘‘C’event of Brutal Aggressives, or “CBA.” It is hosted by a local member or
held in combination with another register; or, in conjunction with the North
American Council of MG Registers, every five years. Any member interested in
hosting a CBA should contact the Register’s Coordination Director.
Membership dues are $30 a year ($40 outside the USA), which entitles
members to quarterly issues of the newsletter, as well as window decals and regalia
offered for sale. Membership is annual and renewals are due before December 31st
for the following year. ◊
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